Exhibitions include -

• Menil Collection Houston Texas 1996
• “Wind In My Hair” American Visionary Museum 1996
• “Aeronautical Notebooks” Ricco Maresca Gallery 1998
• “Plots and Inventions” Ramapo College New Jersey 2000
• Visionary Dreamers” University of Syracuse New York 2002
• “The Secret Life of Dellschau” San Antonio Museum, Menilo Museum 2004
• “Dopes, Dupes, and Demagogues” Louise Ross Gallery 2004
• “American Self Taught from the High Museum”, High Museum Annex 2005
• “Create and Be Recognized: Photography on the Edge”. Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, San Francisco 2005
• “Inner Worlds Outside” Whitechapel Gallery London 2006

Publications Include -

• Grand Street 66: “Secrets” 1998
• Charles A. A. Dellschau 1830-1923 - Aeronautical Notebooks” Ricco/Maresca Gallery, 1997
• “Create and Be Recognized: Photography on the Edge” Turner, John and Deborah Klochko, Chronicle Books, 2004
• “Inner Worlds Outside - A Supplement”, Andrada, Felix and Martin, Eimear and Spire, Anthony
• Exhibition catalogue: Whitechapel Gallery 2006
• New York Times “A Saddler Who Dreamt Of Flying Machines” by Rita Reif Published: January 25, 1998
• The Houston Press - “Secrets of the Sonora Aero Club, A tale of UFOs, art collectors and the shadows of history” By Cynthia Greenwood Published: December 10, 1998
• How to Look at Outsider Art by Lyle Rexer

Collections -

ABCD Collection, Paris France
The Philadelphia Museum,
The High Museum, Atlanta
The Menil Collection, Texas
The San Antonio Museum, Texas
The Witte Museum, Texas
The American Folk Art Museum, New York
Private Collections in USA and Europe
Giant Airplane on "Round the Rim" Trip

Martin Bomber
stops at field
on return trip

Houston Woman comes home
by airplane from Buffalo
says she prefers it to train.
list of works-

all works are mixed media watercolor, pencil and collage on paper.
size in inches

front cover
1. 4651 FALL EASY 1919 17H x 17.25W
details of 4666 STUNT FLYER PLUNGES TO DEATH 1920 18H x 16W
2. 4504 PAGE 4 PAGE 5 1919 17H x 18W
3. 4679 CROSS THE PLANS 1920 19H x 18W
verso
4. 4678 SONORA CALLIFORNIA 1920 19H x 18W
5. 4643 WEATHER PROOF NIX SELF 1920 16.75H x 16.75W
6. 4790 BOMBA 1921 11.5H x 18W
7. 4524 5¢ a package and 4525 A SEVENTY-MILE 1919 16.5H x 31W
verso
8. 4526 AERIAL LUXURY verso 4527 GANDER UP 1919 16.5H x 31W
9. 4514 SEXTION BOMBER verso 4513 WHAT MAY HAPPEN 1919 17H x 17W
10. 4520 MAYBE and verso 4521 INSIDE OWTSIDE 1919 16.75H x 16.75W
11. 4563 AERO CENTRA LEFT FLANK 1920 18.5H x 15W
12. 4571 AERO GANDER FROM BELOW 1919 18H x 17.25W
13. 4670 BELOW FALL and verso 4671 LWF OLREY 1920 19.5H x 15W
14. 4640 WINGED DEMS 1920 18H x 17W
15. 4617 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 1920 18H x 17W
16. 4557 CENTRAS CENTER 1920 16.5H x 20.5W x 16.5H
back cover is verso of front cover
17. 4652 XX 1919 17H x 17.25W

above
detail of 4753 SNA BEL 1920 13.75H x 17W